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Sign, sign, evelywhere a sign 
Blodling out the scenery, breaking my mind ... 
-"Signs," Five Man Electrical Band, 1970 
When the Canadian rock group Five Man 
Electrical Band wrote these lyrics, they 
umvittingly captured one of the most per-
plexing problems in the interpretation 
profession: the proliferation of signs. And 
there is some truth behind their objections. 
Ill-conceived, poorly designed, and inappro-
priately placed signs continue to clutter the 
landscape in some of the world's most special 
places. Moreover; signs are often the site 
manager's first choice among communication 
media because they're relatively inexpensive 
to produce and have the potential to commu-
nicate important information over a wide 
geographic area where paid staff simply can't 
be. So when a new interpretive need pops up, 
it's easy to erecl "yet another" sign. 
However, as valid as these concerns are, 
they paint not so much to the number of 
signs in a given place as to the quality and 
communication effectiveness of the signs that 
are erected. Indeed, signs are essential in 
most interpretive settings, and studies show 
that they remain an appealing information 
source for visitors. \Vithout signs, many 
interpretive programs simply could not 
achieve their missions. Recognizing thiS, 
Gianna Mascardo, Roy Ballantyne, and Karen 
Hughes have joined forces to author Designing 
Interpretive Signs, one of the most comprehen-
sive and readable volumes ever pTOcl.uced on 
the use of signage in interpretation. 
What appealed to me most in inviting 
this book into Fulcrum's Applied 
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Communication Series was the combined 
experience of the three authors and their 
deep understanding of the interpretive 
signage literature. Virtually every conclusion 
they draw and the recommendations they 
offer about the design, content, placement, 
and evaluation of interpretive signs are based 
on the findings of current research. Much is 
known today about why some signs succeed 
when others fail, and the authors have 
masterfully assembled that body of knowl-
edge in what I believe is an unprecedented 
attempt to give practicing interpreters the 
best available and most comprehensive 
advice on interpretive signage anywhere in 
the world. 
Readers of these pages will find them-
selves immersed not only in the artwork of 
sign production, but in a delightful presenta-
tion of the strategy behind the art. Drawing 
on advances in cognitive science, Gianna, 
Roy, and Karen carefully walk their readers 
through the entire process of conceptualizing 
a sign based on its purpose and aims and 
proceeding through proven methods for 
attracting attention, provoking thought with 
strong themes and targeted content, consider-
ing issues related to sign location and 
placement, and gaining evaluative feedback 
both before a sign is produced and after it is 
installed. Most impressive about this volume 
is that it puts the audience at the center of 
the decision-making process in a way that 
fe\v other books on this topic have done. In 
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communication, all things are audience-
dependent, and the authors' thoughtful 
consideration of audiences' tastes, prefer-
ences, and tendencies underpins the advice 
offered in every chapter. In particular, 
chapter eight (Designing Family Exhibits and 
Signs) stands out as a long-overdue addition 
to the interpretation literature. Since most 
interpretive settings cater to the needs of 
family groups with children, the ideas pre-
sented in this chapter about reaching 
children with signs that are also intended for 
adults will stimulate many readers to think 
differently about interpretive stgnage in 
public areas. 
Designing Interpretive Signs is destined to 
become one of those volul11_es that inter-
preters everywhere will want in their 
personal libraries. Rarely have I had the joy 
of editing such a meticulously prepared yet 
easy-to-read manuscript. Who knows? If the 
Five Man Electrical Band could have read 
these pages before they composed their hit 
song "Signs," they might have written 
different lyriCS. 
Sam H. Ham, Ph.D. 
Professor and DirectOr 
Center for International Training 
and Outreach 
Department of Conserva tion Social Sciences 
University of Idaho, USA. 
Deputy Director 
Tourism Research Unit 
Monash University, Australia 
An important feature of interpretive signs 
and exhibits is that they are designed for 
multiple audiences, In the same way, this 
book has been designed to appeal to inter-
preters, both experienced and new; students 
of interpretation; and researchers seeking to 
explore and understand interpretation and its 
outcomes, Our overall goal is to provide 
people working and researching in this field 
with a summary of research evidence and 
current knowledge about how visitors 
respond to the many messages and media 
used in interpretive settings. 
One of the challenges for those seeking 
to communicate about interpretation is to 
ensure that they practice what they preach. 
To this end, wherever possible we have 
incorporated features that match interpretive 
design principles, such as 
• catchy titles and a little humor to 
"lighten the load"; 
• summaries of the key points for those 
who are in a hurry; 
• chapters and sections that stand alone 
so readers can select the information 
that is of most relevance and interest to 
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them and/or read the book in the order 
that best suits them; and 
• examples and illustrations to make the 
principles and research "come to life." 
\Ve have used signs from many different 
types of visitor settings to illustrate our 
points, It is important for the reader to 
understand that there is no such thing as a 
"perfect" sign. In the words of one of the 
author's supervisors, "There is no such thing 
as a weakness there are only emerging 
strengths." All the signs in this book have 
both "actual strengths" and "emerging 
strengths," and we encourage the reader to 
focus on the "actual strengths" noted in the 
captions. 
All new knowledge grows from existing 
knowledge, and all books rely heavily on the 
advice of colleagues and editors. The authors 
wish to acknowledge both the dedication of 
the researchers w hose work is used in this 
book and the extensive efforts of the series 
editor, Professor Sam Flam, Sam's comments 
and suggestions have encouraged us to 
continue this endeavor and to improve our 
performance in too many ways to mention. 
